NOTE TO INSTALLER: Kit parts shown can be installed on Dodge Ram (page 2), Dodge Durango (page 3), and Dodge Magnum/Chrysler 300N (page 4).
Open the hood. Position cordset plug as shown. Route cordset down into the left (driver's side) of the engine compartment. Keep away from any sharp edges, heat sources, or moving parts. Secure cordset as shown with supplied tie straps.

1. Open the hood. Position cordset plug as shown. Route cordset down into the left (driver's side) of the engine compartment. Keep away from any sharp edges, heat sources, or moving parts. Secure cordset as shown with supplied tie straps.

2. Remove/do not disconnect the engine starter motor. Install block heater to open port in the engine block. Firmly plug-in the cordset.

3. Re-install the engine starter motor. Secure cordset to the starter motor harness with remaining tie straps.
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Re-install the engine starter motor. Secure cordset to the starter motor harness with remaining tie straps.
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